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A. 10GBaseSR
B. 10GBaseSW
C. 10GBaseER
D. 10GBaseFX
E. 10GBaseT
Answer: E
Explanation:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/10_Gigabit_Ethernet#Standards

NEW QUESTION: 2
What technique is used for reducing the number of 3D objects
you need to draw in a 3D game?
A. Linear interpolation
B. Anisotropic filtering
C. Binary space partition tree
D. Anti-aliasing
Answer: C

Explanation:
http://01fes.blogspot.com/2011/04/game-map-generation-using-bsp
-tree.html

NEW QUESTION: 3
View the Exhibit and examine the structure of ORDERS and
CUSTOMERS tables. There is only one customer with the
cus_last_name column having value Roberts. Which INSERT
statement should be used to add a row into the ORDERS table for
the customer whose CUST_LAST_NAME is Roberts and CREDIT_LIMIT
is 600?
A. INSERT INTO orders (order_id.order_date.order_mode. (SELECT
customer id FROM customers WHERE cust_last_iiame='Roberts' AND
redit_limit=600).order_total) VALUES(L'10-mar-2007'. 'direct',
&amp;&amp;customer_id, 1000):
B. INSERT INTO(SELECT o.order_id.
o.order_date.o.order_modex.customer_id. o.ordertotal FROM
orders o. customers c WHERE o.customer_id = c.customerid AND
c.cust_la$t_name-RoberTs' ANDc.credit_liinit=600) VALUES
(L'10-mar-2007\ 'direct'.( SELECT customer_id FROM customers
WHERE cust_last_iiame='Roberts' AND credit_limit=600). 1000);
C. INSERT INTO orders VALUES (l.'10-mar-2007\ 'direct'. (SELECT
customerid FROM customers WHERE cust_last_iiame='Roberts' AND
credit_limit=600). 1000);
D. INSERT INTO orders (order_id.order_date.order_mode. (SELECT
customer_id FROM customers WHERE cust_last_iiame='Roberts' AND
credit_limit=600).order_total) VALUES(l.'10-mar-2007\ 'direct'.
&amp;customer_id. 1000);
Answer: C
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Answer: C
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